Cryoenzymology and spectrophotometry of pea seedling diamine oxidase.
Diamine oxidase follows bi-ter ping-pong kinetics, with an intermediate, "reduced" free-enzyme form being generated after the anaerobic conversion of amine to aldehyde. Visible spectra of diamine oxidase reacting at subzero temperatures provide evidence that this intermediate enzyme form is obtained via several other intermediates and that the environment of the Cu(II) changes dramatically during the course of the reaction [even though it is not reduced to Cu(I) during the catalytic cycle]. The spectrum of this form of diamine oxidase, which is obtained 0.5--2 h after the addition of amine at -5 to -15 degrees C, is independent of substrate, is identical with that obtained by anaerobic addition of substrate at room temperature, and provides evidence for a direct interaction of Cu(II) with the organic cofactor of the enzyme. This interaction is apparently charge transfer in nature. Upon removal of Cu(II) from the native enzyme, one obtains spectral evidence that the organic cofactor is still present. However, removal of the Cu(II) from the reduced (intermediate) enzyme form yields a featureless enzyme spectrum and a Cu(II)--chelate complex which contains a new ligand, which is presumably the second prosthetic group.